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Abstract

The amount of image data generated in multimedia applications is ever increasing. The image compression plays vital role in multimedia applications. The ultimate aim of image compression is to reduce storage space without degrading image quality. Compression is required whenever the data handled is huge they may be required to sent or transmitted and also stored. The New Edge Directed Interpolation (NEDI)-based lifting Discrete Wavelet Transfrom (DWT) scheme with modified Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (MSPIHT) algorithm is proposed in this paper. The NEDI algorithm gives good visual quality image particularly at edges. The main objective of this paper is to be preserving the edges while performing image compression which is a challenging task. The NEDI with lifting DWT has achieved 99.18% energy level in the low frequency ranges which has 1.07% higher than 5/3 Wavelet decomposition and 0.94% higher than traditional DWT. To implement this NEDI with Lifting DWT along with MSPIHT algorithm which gives higher Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) value and minimum Mean Square Error (MSE) and hence better image quality. The experimental results proved that the proposed method gives better PSNR value (39.40 dB for rate 0.9 bpp without arithmetic coding) and minimum MSE value is 7.4.
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1. Introduction

Today multimedia applications heavily rely on image data’s in which needs efficient image compression technique
is necessary. There are two different solutions when we speak about image compression, lossy and lossless image compression. Currently large varieties of image compression techniques exist. Some of the transform coding techniques are utilizing discrete cosine transform (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), KL Transform (KLT), and predictive coding techniques. Image compression is the key enabling technique in multimedia applications; it has wide and important applications in day to live. The two important techniques are DWT and SPIHT; these are got more and more important image compression because of its high PSNR value with better compression ratio and good quality of image reconstruction. As a lossy image compression algorithm, discrete cosine transform (DCT) is the most mature compression algorithm. Under the condition of large image compression ratio will produce large image artifacts and edge effects. Wavelet transform gives the better solution for this problem.

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is one of the famous techniques for image compression [2]-[6]. Traditional DWT lifting scheme is usually applied in horizontal and vertical directions, but it fails to provide efficient representation of geometric characteristics of an image. It is subband coding technique which distributes energies. DWT alone cannot represent geometrical characteristics of image. To overcome these problems, a lot of new techniques have been employed. Some of the techniques are curvelets [9], contourlets [10], bandelets [11] [12] and wedgelets [14]. But all these have high computational cost and their filter designs are complex and also they are not impressed to use image compression particularly.

Adaptive wavelet transform is carried over in the early work, the image partitioned into small blocks then apply reversible resampling filter to each blocks and edges are sheared. The conventional method of 2D-DWT is applied to sheared blocks these provide vanishing moments along the edges [13]. This problem can be efficiently handled another technique called directionlets with simple filter design. But anyhow both of these methods have some limitations. Because the above said two methods are handling images with small blocks which was produced again the blocking artifacts in the reconstruction of an image. To overcome these limitations by using bandelets technique proposed in [11] [12], the directional correlation in the detailed wavelet coefficients removed by using conventional DWT after bandeletization procedure is followed. After the block wise operations are carried over in the wavelet domain, the approximate coefficient is same as conventional DWT, the blocking artifacts neither observed. In this approach also the problem still cannot be solved. The conventional DWT has been applied before doing bandeletization because post processing technique still based on wavelet transform. Another important technique called lifting scheme is well suited to overcome the above said problems. This method ensures better reconstruction. Lots of research was carried by many authors based on directional approaches with lifting scheme. Another method proposed in [18] lifting based separable directional based wavelet transform. Most of the method employed conventional DWT as a base failed to produce significant improvement.

In this paper we first propose new edge-directed interpolation-based lifting DWT. The proposed method differs from other lifting based DWT. It provide more efficient with less computation cost and along with MSPIHT algorithm for image compression. NEDI algorithm is the interpolation method to preserve the geometric characteristics such as edges and lines in an image. In our approach we concentrate to get more energy compaction by introducing interpolation method, lots of interpolation methods are there, we have chosen NEDI because it preserves the edge which is degraded normally while doing compression. Then we use Lifting DWT scheme instead of conventional DWT, the first work is NEDI with Lifting scheme is proposed. The second work is NEDI with Lifting DWT applied to modified SPIHT algorithm for image compression. The New Edge Directed Interpolation with Lifting DWT is discussed in Section 2. The SPIHT algorithm for image compression and MSPIHT algorithm for image compression is presented in Section 3. The simulation results and analysis are reports in Section 4. The conclusions are drawn finally in Section 5.

2. New Edge Directed Interpolation-Based Lifting DWT

The reconstruction of geometric characteristics of image such as edges and lines are important whenever doing image compression in multimedia applications. The interpolation methods are more suitable for preserving the edges and lines particularly. Lot of interpolation methods is available; some of the interpolation methods are listed here including the two traditional methods. The traditional methods are bilinear and bi-cubic interpolation.

There are four edge-directed interpolation methods. These are the methods which includes new edge directed interpolation (NEDI), edge-guided image interpolation (EGII), iterative curvature based interpolation (ICBI) and
directional cubic convolution interpolation (DCCI). In this paper new edge directed interpolation (NEDI) is applied to get good quality of image [1]. NEDI algorithm is based on geometric duality between Low resolutions (LR) and High Resolutions (HR) image. To obtain HR local covariance coefficients from its LR counterpart, let us assume that the LR image \( P_{x,y} \) of size \( M \times N \) comes directly from size of \( 2M \times 2N \), i.e., \( Q_{x+2y,2y} = P_{x,y} \). Here apply the new algorithm NEDI then interpolate the interlacing lattice \( Q_{2x+1,2y+1} \) from the lattice \( Q_{x+2y,2y} = P_{x,y} \).

The fourth order linear interpolation formula:

\[
\hat{Q}_{2x+1,2y+1} = \sum_{k=0}^{1} \sum_{l=0}^{1} \beta_{k,l} Q_{q(x+k)2(y+l)}
\]

Figure 1 shows the four nearest neighbors. The natural image source is assumed to be a design of locally stationary Gaussian process. The optimal MMSE linear interpolation coefficients are given by classical Wiener filtering theory [21] as

\[
\varrho = S^{-1} r
\]

where \( S = [S_{kl}] \) \((0 \leq k, l \leq 3)\) and \( r = [r_{k}] \), \((0 \leq k \leq 3)\) are the local covariance of HR. For example \( r_0 \) defined by \( E[Q_{2x+2y}, Q_{x+2y+1}] \) as shown in Figure 1. This is the missing pixel and interpolate. Normally one question arises is it possible to get HR image covariance from LR image resolution. But it can be estimate HR covariance from LR covariance which characterizes relationship between covariance and resolution. The first step starts with edge model in one dimensional case. The sampling distance at LR and HR are represented by \( 2a \) and \( a \). The relationship between normalized covariance and the sampling distance \( y \) is defined by stationary Gaussian process:

\[
S(y) = e^{-y^2/2\sigma^2}
\]

The equation \( S(a) = S(2a) \) links the covariance of HR to LR. For simplicity \( S(a) \) is replaced by \( S(2a) \) when the sampling distance \( a \) goes to 0. Successfully acquiring the knowledge of HR covariance for 2D images, the orientation is the important factor. Geometric regularity is one of the important fundamental properties of edges [19]. This orientation related property directly affects the visual quality around the edges.

The sufficient information of local covariance is used to determine orientation. But estimate the orientation from local covariance which has the limitation discussed earlier methods. Based on geometric duality, the HR covariance from its LR has estimated. Geometric duality is nothing but the relationship between HR covariance and LR covariance couple their pair of pixels at different resolution but same orientation. When interpolate the interlacing lattice \( Q_{2x+1,2y+1} \) from \( Q_{x+2y,2y} \) the HR covariance \( S_{hr}, r_0 \) and LR covariance \( S_{lr}, r_0' \) of geometric...
duality as shown in Figure 1. Estimation of local covariance for 2D signals, geometric duality facilitates the estimation of orientation is not necessary. Figure 2 shows the similar geometric duality, when interpolating the interlacing lattice \( Q_{x,y} (x + y = \text{odd}) \) from the lattice \( Q_{x,y} (x + y = \text{even}) \). Both Figure 1 and Figure 2 are isomorphic. The scaling and rotation factor are 2\(^{1/2}\) and \( \pi/4 \). The HR and LR covariance are being related, the existing covariance estimation and covariance based adaptation methods linked together. By using classical covariance method [21] the LR covariance is estimated by,

\[
\hat{S} = \frac{1}{N^2} C^T C, \hat{r} = \frac{1}{N^2}
\]

where \( x = [X_1, \ldots, X_k, \ldots, X_N]^T \) is the data vector containing the \( N \times N \) pixels inside in the local window. \( C \) is a \( 4 \times N^2 \) data matrix. The \( k^{th} \) column vector is the four nearest neighbors of \( x_k \) along the diagonal direction. Therefore according to the Equations (2) and (4), we have

\[
\beta = (C^T C)^{-1} (C^T x)
\]

Therefore the interpolated value \( Q_{2i+1,2j+1} \) obtained by substituting (5) in (1).

The NEDI algorithm depends on covariance based adaptation method. The main drawback of this method is high computational complexity. It requires more number of multiplications (nearly 1300) when we select the min size of local window (size \( N = 8 \)). The complexity is increased order of two compared to linear interpolation method, if we apply covariance based adaptation method to all pixels. Instead of that apply hybrid approach: the covariance based adaptation method is applied only to edge pixels, and bilinear interpolation method has been applied for non-edge pixels. Now the complexity is reduced because the edge pixels are less percentage that only has the benefit of covariance based adaptation method.

Figure 2. Geometric duality when interpolating \( Q_{x,y} (x + y = \text{odd}) \) from \( Q_{x,y} (x + y = \text{even}) \).
3. SPIHT Algorithm

Multimedia applications the image compression plays vital role. For the past few years lots of wavelet based image compression algorithms have been developed. Among those SPIHT is the more familiar wavelet based image compression algorithm [8]. It provides excellent performance in terms of PSNR and image quality while reconstruction. It is based on progressive transmission and spatial scalability. But it has limitation of inefficient coefficient partitioning method. It requires large memory to store their lists. The repetitive scanning procedure in the SPIHT algorithm, which reduces the speed of the coding procedure. Here a little bit modification of SPIHT algorithm is carried over to reduce the limitations of the traditional SPIHT algorithm. The modification reduces bits redundancy and scanning redundancy which can reduces the coefficients re-ordering.

3.1. SPIHT Image Compression

Three different lists are used to store significant information of wavelet coefficients. Three lists are list of insignificant set (LIS), list of insignificant pixels (LIP) and list of significant pixel (LIP). The first step of SPIHT algorithm combines wavelet coefficients of a node and its successor nodes into one set called LIS. Travels along LIS of each node are partitioned into four different subsets. Each subset is tested for significant state. The testing of set significant is carried over by the function using the following formula [15]-[17]:

\[
n_s(\rho) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \max_{(x,y)\in\rho}\{C_{x,y}\} \geq 2^n \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

where \(C_{x,y}\) is the coefficient value for \((x, y)\) position in the wavelet domain. The \(\rho\) stands for the set of coefficients and \(n_s(\rho)\) is used for significant state of set \(\rho\) at bit plane \(n\). The coefficient value in the set is less than the threshold value, and then set is insignificant. Hence a bit is emitted. This is the reason, SPIHT algorithm use minimum bits for wavelet coefficients.

3.2. Modified SPIHT Algorithm

The traditional SPIHT algorithm needs more storage space to store their three lists and which has more number of scanning process of their coefficients. Many authors have proposed modifications in the SPIHT algorithm. One of the modifications proposed in [20] is to increase the speed of the algorithm by not using the lists. Here the modification in SPIHT algorithm is made for image compression to reduce the number of bits and scanning redundancies. There are two type sets used for scanning wavelet coefficients of a node with a threshold value which decides the wavelet coefficients significant or insignificant. By using modified SPIHT algorithm reduces the output one bit less than the traditional SPIHT [7]. The modification is based on whether the threshold value is too small or big. The traditional SPIHT need 4 bits output to determine the important of child node. This value is taken to decide the threshold value is greater than or less than 4. If the threshold is too small almost the O-set is not used.

The traditional SPIHT is used whenever the threshold is smaller. While the threshold value is large the O-set replaces four grandchildren nodes of the following scan, and it can reduce the bits. While scanning D-set, there are duplicate scanning because of modification reduces the unnecessary scans. While scanning D-set the important coefficients is found, it should determine whether it is direct child node. Whether it is positive, it can be determined by returned value in the following rules which improves the scanning efficiency. These are the steps of the LIS scanning procedure of the modified SPIHT algorithm which is given in the flowchart in Figure 3. The MSPIHT algorithm initially set the threshold value is a maximum value of coefficient, then set child node as a root node. Its start from LIS and check if it’s a type-D set, then the coefficient value is important, send output ‘1’ for each coefficient. Further its continuation is based on the threshold value. In the same time if it’s a type-L and checks these coefficients and further continuation is as said earlier. And then another set called type-O is introduced to reduce the bits and scanning redundancies and check for the importance which is given in the flowchart. The procedure continues until the LIS value is empty. The modified algorithm performs LIS scanning for one time and deal three different sets. Repeat the steps update the threshold \(n = n - 1\) until \(n = 0\).

4. Simulation Results

In this part, we first discuss the performance of new edge directed interpolation (NEDI) with other
non-interpolation methods and the performance of modified SPIHT algorithm for image compression.

4.1. Experiment I: Performance of NEDI Algorithm with Lifting DWT

NEDI algorithm is mainly used for preserving edges and lines to made good quality of image. So we concentrated NEDI along with Lifting DWT to improve energy level. Our simulation results got improved while performing

Figure 3. Flowchart of MSPIHT algorithm.
Lifting scheme with NEDI, its energy level 1.07% higher than 5/3 wavelet and 0.94% higher than the traditional DWT. Table 1 shows the percentage of subband energies of whole image. The comparative analysis of subband energies of traditional DWT, 5/3 wavelet and NEDI with Lifting DWT was listed in Table 1.

The energy is more concentrated in the low frequency ranges by using NEDI based lifting DWT. Among those NEDI with Lifting DWT performs better subband energies in the low frequency images, so subsequent coding process in image compression is well effective. The NEDI method preserves the edge information to get good visual quality of image. There are three methods such as traditional DWT decomposition, 5/3 wavelet decomposition and NEDI with Lifting DWT decomposition were taken for analysis. Figure 4 shows the first level of decomposition Lena image for traditional DWT Decomposition, 5/3 Wavelet and NEDI with Lifting DWT.

### 4.2. Experiment II: Performance of SPIHT Algorithm

The SPIHT is well standard algorithm in the field of image compression. In Table 2 the traditional SPIHT algorithm results are taken from the reference [8] for comparative analysis. Then we have implemented traditional SPIHT without Arithmetic coding. Our simulation results are listed in Table 2. Before applying the MSPIHT algorithm for image compression, we have got the higher energy compaction by using NEDI with lifting DWT from the experiment I which is applied in modified SPIHT algorithm by introducing another set called type-O in the SPIHT algorithm, to preserve the geometric characteristics of images which are normally blurred when we are doing image compression. Table 2 shows the experimental results of traditional SPIHT, traditional SPIHT (without arithmetic coding) and the proposed MSPIHT (without arithmetic coding) method. In Figure 4 Shows the Experimental results of reconstructed Lena image by applying Traditional DWT decomposition with SPIHT algorithm, 5/3 Wavelet decomposition with SPIHT and NEDI with Lifting DWT decomposition with MSPIHT. The proposed method has almost the same PSNR value with traditional method, but the modification of SPIHT algorithm which reduces bits and scanning redundancies. The proposed method in Figure 5(d) shows the edges are preserved. The experimental results of PSNR (dB) values of traditional and proposed method are shown in Figure 6. The minimum MSE values are graphically represented in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transform</th>
<th>Subbands</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWT</td>
<td>98.24%</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/3 Wavelet</td>
<td>98.11%</td>
<td>1.46%</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEDI with Lifting DWT</td>
<td>99.18%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. First Level of Wavelet Decomposition of Lena Image (a) Traditional DWT Decomposition (b) 5/3 Wavelet Decomposition (c) NEDI with Lifting DWT Decomposition.
Table 2. Comparison between traditional and Proposed SPIHT (PSNR in dB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate (bpp)</th>
<th>Reference PSNR (dB)</th>
<th>Experimental PSNR (dB) &amp; MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Proposed MSPIHT (without AC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>29.8107</td>
<td>29.3202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>32.7202</td>
<td>32.2514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>34.5479</td>
<td>34.0331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>35.8422</td>
<td>35.4857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>36.8623</td>
<td>36.5939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>37.6650</td>
<td>37.3759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>38.2581</td>
<td>38.0491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>38.9390</td>
<td>38.7058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>39.5218</td>
<td>39.3437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Reconstructed Lena Image (a) Original Image (b) Traditional DWT (c) 5/3 Wavelet Decomposition (d) NEDI with Lifting DWT Decomposition.

4.3. Experiment III: Performance of MSPIHT Algorithm with NEDI

Table 3 shows the experimental results of different standard images of the proposed MSPIHT method. The standard images were taken for experiments which are having higher geometric characteristics. The interpolation algorithm is mainly used to preserve the geometric characteristics of an image. The different standard images were taken for analysis and there PSNR (dB) values are computed for bit rate 0.9 bpp. The experimental results of different standard images were graphically represented in Figure 8. The experimental results show that NEDI along with MSPIHT image compression gives better performance particularly at edges.
5. Conclusions

Image compression plays important role in multimedia applications. DWT and SPIHT are widely used techniques. The paper mainly focused on the wavelet image coding compression. Our work is focused on the following aspects.

1) The first work of this paper is based on new edge directed interpolation method with lifting DWT scheme. In this method NEDI algorithm combined with lifting DWT. The geometric information of an image is preserved by the interpolation method. The experiment results proved that NEDI with lifting DWT has better energy levels than the conventional lifting scheme. The image visual quality is good.
Table 3. PSNR (dB) values of standard images using proposed MSPIHT method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Images</th>
<th>Experimental PSNR (dB)</th>
<th>Rate (bpp)</th>
<th>Traditional (without AC)</th>
<th>Proposed MSPIHT (without AC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman (512 × 512)</td>
<td>29.3202</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>29.3202</td>
<td>32.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat.512 (512 × 512)</td>
<td>32.2514</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>32.2514</td>
<td>26.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine512 (512 × 512)</td>
<td>34.0331</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>34.0331</td>
<td>35.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelda (512 × 512)</td>
<td>35.4857</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>35.4857</td>
<td>41.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple (512 × 512)</td>
<td>36.5939</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>36.5939</td>
<td>35.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank (512 × 512)</td>
<td>37.3759</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>37.3759</td>
<td>35.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck (512 × 512)</td>
<td>38.0491</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>38.0491</td>
<td>36.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. PSNR (dB) values of different standard image of proposed MSPIHT algorithm.

2) The second work of this paper is MSPIHT algorithm for image compression. The modification reduces the bit and scanning redundancies compared with traditional method. The experimental results in Table 2 showed that the algorithm reduces bits and run time without compromising the quality of image and thus the PSNR value is improved.

Future Work

The methods employed in this paper 1) NEDI algorithm is preferred for preserving edge information but it has limitation of time consuming which will be overcome by fast edge directed interpolation. 2) The SPIHT algorithm implemented in this paper without arithmetic coding stage, the future work can include MSPIHT algorithm with AC which will improve the PSNR value further. 3) To improve more picture quality and to reduce computational complexity, Lifting DWT with Fast edge directed algorithm can be implemented in future.
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